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Rock, Blues, Trash  Boogie in the vein of ZZ Top, Andr Williams and Five Horse Johnson 11 MP3 Songs

BLUES: Rockin' Blues, ROCK: 70's Rock Details: Bacon Fat needs no introduction. Founded in 2000 this

three-piece unit from the Brussels area proved more than enough they are one of the most remarkable

and most rumoured acts in the Lowlands. It is one of the rare bands who manages to drive the audience

over the top with mainly original songs. Their three demo-efforts already proved they are not just a regular

rock-band. Meanwhile they brewed a serious list of classics as there are Hangin Around, Nasty Boy, Bad

Ass Lowdown  Dirty Blues, Plain Sustain, Pretty Little Thang and the more recent party-killers Kick The

Boogieman, Strip Down en Red Pussycat. With the exception of Pretty Little Thang all these songs are

included in the long-awaited debut-album Boogielicious Baby. Everywhere the crowds go mad for the

unique style of the boys whom one might possibly describe as an orgy between ZZ Top, Hendrix, Ten

Years After, Andre Williams, Masters of Reality and Five Horse Johnson. However, it is impossible to

label the band. Bacon Fat is Bacon Fat and it only sounds like  indeed  Bacon Fat. It is a mixture of blues,

rock, trash and boogie with some psychedelic and jazzy flavours added. Along with the self-willed

characters of the three band-members this is a band who doesnt fit any locker. There is nothing or no-one

sounding like nor resembling to Bacon Fat and exactly this is the strength of the band. Anyone who wants

to have the time of his life with tunes like Plain Sustain and Strip Down can only do this during a Bacon

Fat-show and once youve tasted it you want more, loads more. Those who saw it will have known
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